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Profiles for floors

Jointing of different material coverings, compensation of 

differing heights, contouring of edges, terminal finish with 

traditional profile materials or innovative ones to provide to 

modern look. 

A complete range of profiles for floor coverings created 

specifically for tile and marble laying and a comprehensive 

series of profiles suitable for edging and finishing a large 

variety of coverings known on the market.

We offer both technical and decorative solutions. Simple 

sections for essential, discreet finishes. Or more decorative 

solutions, which add aesthetically to surfaces while remaining 

in harmony with surroundings and ceramics a vast range to 

offer specific solutions aimed at guaranteeing a state of the art 

detailed floor covering job.
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trim ecTM TR

H

3

3

H

H

(TR 100* - TR 175*)

floors

Aluminium and Brass section

multipurpose

TRIMTEC TR is a complete range of brass, aluminium and stainless steel 

trim profiles designed to allow a faster and proper laying of floor coverings 

independent of tile size or type of finishing and edging required. 

TRIMTEC TR is supplied in different heights ranging from 2 mm to 30 mm to 

match the thickness of tiles normally produced. In the aluminium and brass 

version, the dovetail internal cavity groove of the profile improves the grip 

action of the grout whether for vertical or horizontal tile laying. 

TRIMTEC TR profiles are conceived for tile laying but can be well used also 

with other types of flooring such as marble stone, wood, industrial resin 

floors, and natural stone floors.

TRIMTEC TR are mainly used as transition trims between two types of floors 

(between tiling and carpeting for instance) and are adaptable as expansion 

joints when 2 lengths are laid face to face with filler poured in the gap. 

They can be used as ceramic skirting edging as well as terminal finish and 

protection for any given height of the floored area. In some cases also as 

entrance mat framing.

Stainless Steel section

from 17,5 mm 

from 2 mm
to 15mm 
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TRIMTEC TR-O* Extruded Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

It is quite suitable for heavy industrial traffic areas as well as for domestic use 

where brass is always appreciated. Through contact with moisture or corrosive 

media brass may oxidize on exposed surfaces. This situation can be easily 

solved by buffing the product with to conventional polisher to return to its 

original shine.

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass (OL): minimum qty required 

for this option.

CURVELINE

TRIMTEC TR series are also available with to special cut flange so they become 

formable for curved edges and inlays. To order: add the letter D to the product 

code – for further details see page 47.

TRIMTEC TR-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301  e AISI 316 DIN 1.4401

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance to 

most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, 

public toilets, hospitals etc. 

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL), brushed (IS) or sanded(IX).

TRIMTEC TR-AN Natural alluminium

This profile is developed in conformity with the UNI standards. It has little 

tolerance to mechanical or chemical solicitation. During installation, excess 

adhesive and grout should be removed immediately to avoid stains. The exposed 

surface may change colour or darken in time. Outdoors or where higher stresses 

are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

TRIMTEC TR-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour or darken in time. 

Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

INSTALLATION: 

1)    Choose the trim size according to the thickness of the tile. The trim must 

not exceed the height of the tile but should be at least 0.5 ÷ 1 mm lower.

2)    Apply tile adhesive to area to be tiled.

3)   Cut trim to required length. Reserve extra space for linear expansion. 

The perforated flange of the trim is then firmly bedded into the adhesive 

and aligned.

4)    Trowel extra adhesive over the perforations and the dovetail groove in 

the vertical section.

5)     A tiny gap of approx. 0.5 ÷ 2 mm is left between trim and tile for the final 

grouting to be carried out.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

 2 TR 20 ON/OL

 3 TR 30 ON/OL

Finish*: Natural  (ON), Polished (OL)
  4,5 TR 45 ON/OL

 6 TR 60 ON/OL

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 8 TR 80 ON/OL

10 TR 100 ON/OL

12,5 TR 125 ON/OL

15 TR 150 ON/OL

 “ultra-thin tiles”
17,5 TR 175 ON/OL

20 TR 200 ON/OL

22,5 TR 225 ON/OL

25 TR 250 ON/OL

27,5 TR 275 ON/OL

30 TR 300 ON/OL

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304
Stainless Steel AISI 316 (ILM)

   4,5 TR 45 IL/IS/ILM

 6 TR 60 IL/IS/ILM

 8 TR 80 IL/IS/ILM

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

10 TR 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

11 TR 110 IL/IS/IX/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres (only IL)

12,5 TR 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 TR 150 IL/IS/ILM

 “ultra-thin tiles”
17,5 TR 175 IL/IS

20 TR 200 IL/IS

22,5 TR 225 IL/IS

25 TR 250 IL/IS

27,5 TR 270 IL/IS

30 TR 300 IL/IS

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium

 2 TR 20 AN

 3 TR 30 AN

Finish: Natural (AN)
  4,5 TR 45 AN

 6 TR 60 AN

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 8 TR 80 AN

10 TR 100 AN

 “ultra-thin tiles”
11 TR 110 AN

12,5 TR 125 AN

15 TR 150 AN

17,5 TR 175 AN

20 TR 200 AN

Material: 
Anodised aluminium

 2 TR 20 AS

 3 TR 30 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
  4,5 TR 45 AS

 6 TR 60 AS

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 8 TR 80 AS

10 TR 100 AS

 “ultra-thin tiles”
11 TR 110 AS

12,5 TR 125 AS

15 TR 150 AS

17,5 TR 175 AS

20 TR 200 AS

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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trim ecTM SR

HH

H¹

3

(SR 8/15*)

floors edge finish

TRIMTEC SR is recommended in particular for finishing the edges of the 

perimeter of the ceramic floors, especially where they abut to vertical 

covering, or as stair nosing, as well as for trimming external access ways 

and balconies. SR trim has an extended vertical edge which serves to better 

cover and protect the joining surfaces or paint finishing as well as to prevent 

future fissuring. 

Its particular section design makes it suitable to match two different floor 

thicknesses with the same reversible profile.

Vertical dovetail anchorage.

TRIMTEC SR-O* Extruded Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

Through contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on 

exposed surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with 

a conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass (OL).

TRIMTEC SR-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has to silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour or darken in time. 

Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended 

o Stainless Steel.
TRIMTEC SR-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301  

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance to 

most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, 

hospitals, public toilets etc. 

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL), brushed (IS) or sanded(IX).

CURVELINE

TRIMTEC SR series are also available with to special cut flange so they become 

formable for curved edges and inlays. To order: add the letter D to the product 

code. 

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

8/15 SR 8/15 ON/OL

10/12,5 SR 10/12 ON/OL

Finish*: Natural  (ON), Polished (OL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

8/15 SR 8/15 AS

10/12,5 SR 10/12 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

8/15 SR 8/15 IL/IS

10/12,5 SR 10/12 IL/IS

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS)

Length: 2,70 metres

Aluminium SectionStainless Steel section
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border ec BSR

H¹

H

(BSR 15/30*)

floorsterminal profile for elevated floors

The BORDERTEC BSR is recommended to contour marble and stone 

balconies and terraces with to water-run-off finishing element. Its reversible 

section allows to match two different tiles’ thicknesses with the same 

reversible profile. Bordertec BSR is equipped with the necessary special 

pieces for a proper installation.

(One corner works also as two junctions).

BORDERTEC BSR-A* Powder Coated Aluminium

Profile coated on its entire surface with polyester powder.

(*) Available on request also in grey (A22) and micaceous grey (A50).

External corner piece: Code  BSRE-A22/A50

Junction piece: codeBSRG-A22/A50

BORDERTEC BSR-IL Polished Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

Polished Stainless Steel AISI 304 ensures high resistance to most diluted 

chemical agents.

External corner piece: Code  BSRE-IL

Junction piece: codeBSRG-IL

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Alluminium verniciato

15/30 BSR 15/30 A22/A50

20/25 BSR 20/25 A22/A50

Finish*: Grey (A22), Micaceous 
grey (A50)

10/35 BSR 10/35 A22/A50

20/40 BSR 20/40 A22/A50*

Length: 2,70 metres
20/60 BSR 20/60 A22/A50*

20/80 BSR 20/80 A22/A50*

20/100 BSR 20/100 A22/A50*

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

15/30 BSR 15/30 IL

20/25 BSR 20/25 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
10/35 BSR 10/35 IL

Length: 2,70 metres
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roundjollyTM RJ
4,5 4,5

floors ultra-thin tiles

The ROUNDJOLLY® profiles connect floors of different levels, completing 

and protecting the tile edge from bangs and mechanical impacts. The 

profile, available in aluminium and stainless steel is ideal for restructuring 

and on surfaces covered with thin tiles. 

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

A silver coated aluminium profile which offers adequate protection and 

tolerance to wear over time page 107.

ROUNDJOLLY® RJ-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 DIN 1.4301

Stainless steel ensures excellent resistance to most chemicals, so it is ideal in 

the food, chemical and hospital areas.

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL) and brushed (IS)

Special end-cap RJC available, see page 107.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

4,5 RJ 45 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “ultra-thin tiles”

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

4,5 RJ 45 IL/IS

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “ultra-thin tiles”

Aluminium sectionStainless Steel section
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mosaic ec SJM
4,4

5,1

floorsultra-thin tiles

MOSAICTEC SJM is a multipurpose profile  to match floor and wall coverings 

or used as edgings or decorative listellos, with a perfect symmetry of the 2 

visible sides.

This profile has been specially conceived for thin floors and mosaics, its 

reduced wing size and thickness is designed to provide the perfect solution 

for the neat finishing of mosaic tesseras, ensuring a neat, level surface 

finish.

MOSAICTEC SJM belongs to a complete series of solutions for mosaics.

A special cubic end cap is available, multipurpose to match with all 

installation needs.

MOSAICTEC SJM 44 AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has to silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. 

MOSAICTEC SJC 44 AS Capsula Silver Anodised Aluminium 

Capsules to make external, internal, three-way junction and end-cap. 

The profile symmetric section has been conceived to match all these functions 

with one piece.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

4,4 SJM 44 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres

 “ultra-thin tiles”

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

4,4 SJC 44 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

 “ultra-thin tiles”

For the complete range of finishes,

please see the wall covering section.
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squarejollyTM SJ
H

BHB

B B

(SJ 90*)

floors junction

SQUAREJOLLY SJ SJ is a multipurpose aluminium profile suitable for many 

different situations arising in thin bed adhesive tile coverings.

This special ‘symmetrical square’ profile is recommended for multiple 

finishing effects. 

In the drawing “H” corresponds to the tile thickness and “B”= H+1 mm to 

the visible part.

Anchorage improved on vertical side with the “dovetail” internal cavity. 

Patented system (aluminium version).

The particular section of the SJ profile by Profilitec , with the 2 vertical sides 

directly in touch with the adjacent surfaces make it perfect also for floor 

applications and ensure its resistance to loads.

For the complete range of finishes, 

please see the wall covering section.

Aluminium sectionStainless Steel and brass section

SJ profile is a multipurpose profile for a wide range of 

applications:

•  Junction of floors at the same level

•  Decorative listellos

•  Finishing the outer edges of wall tiles

•  Entrance mat framing

•  Upper finish of tiled skirting and edges

• Stair nosing profiles
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The profile inner section has been conceived to match with a special cap 

SQUARECAPSULE SJC which can work as external, internal, three-way 

junction and end-cap. All these functions with one piece.

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-OL Polished Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

Through contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on 

exposed surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with 

a conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour or darken in time. 

Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass or stainless steel profiles 

is recommended.

SQUARECAPSULA SJC* 

The profile inner section has been conceived to match with a special cap which 

can work as external, internal, three-way junction and end-cap. 

All these functions with one piece.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304
Stainless Steel AISI 316 (ILM)

 6 SJ 60 IL/IS

 8 SJ 80 IL/IS/IX/ILM

 9 SJ 90 IL/IS/ILM

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

10 SJ 100 IL/IS/IX/ILM

11 SJ 110 IL/IS/ILM

Length: 2,70 metres
12,5 SJ 125 IL/IS/IX/ILM

15 SJ 150 IL/IS/ILM

Material: 
Brass

 8 SJ 80 OL

10 SJ 100 OL

Finish: Polished (OL)
12,5 SJ 125 OL

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 6 SJ 60 AS

 8 SJ 80 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
 9 SJ 90 AS

10 SJ 100 AS

Length: 2,70 metres
11 SJ 110 AS

12,5 SJ 125 AS

Material: 
Alluminium / Brass / Stainless steel

 6 SJC 60 *

 8 SJC 80 *

 9 SJC 90 *

10 SJC 100 *

11 SJC 110 *

12,5 SJC 125 *

15 SJC 150 *

SQUAREJOLLY SJ-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301  e AISI 316 

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance to 

most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, 

hospitals, public toilets etc.

The choice of AISI 316 as standard is suggested for

marine environments and in case of exposition to harsher chemical

agents.

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL), brushed (IS) and sanded (IX).
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cube ecTM

 CU-FI
H H

8 27

floors junction

CUBETEC gives a straight and decorative finish, providing long lasting and 

heavy duty tile edge protection. The model CUBETEC is used with floor 

covering materials to provide decorative joints while protecting tile edges 

or to link to other materials, as well as frame for welcome mats. Available in 

Polished Stainless Steel AISI 304, in two different widths of the visible side.

Vertical dovetail anchorage.

CUBETEC CU-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301  

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures resistance to 

corrosion. Visible side width 8 mm.

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL) and brushed (IS).

CUBETEC FI-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301  

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures resistance to 

corrosion. Visible side width 27.

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL) and brushed (IS)

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8 CU 80 IL/IS

10 CU 100 IL/IS

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS)
12,5 CU 125 IL/IS

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8 FI 80 IL/IS

10 FI 100 IL/IS

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS)
12,5 FI 125 IL/IS

Length: 2,70 metres
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cover ecTM

 EP

10

8H H

(EP 100*)

floorsjunction

COVERTEC EP is a profile joining two adjacent surfaces of different floor 

covering material (cement/ceramic or wood/ceramic or with other resin or 

vinyl flooring combinations) allowing an invisible movement zone, therefore 

performs also as to movement joint as well as a decorative finishing trim. It 

also covers slight imperfections of junctions and cuts for floor separation.

Aluminium and brass, vertical dovetail anchorage. Patented.

COVERTEC EP-O* Extruded Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can bear intense 

transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. Through 

contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed 

surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with a 

conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass  (OL).

COVERTEC EP-IL Polished Stainless SteelAISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance to 

most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, 

hospitals, public toilets etc.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

 8 EP 80 ON/OL

10 EP 100 ON/OL

Finish*: Natural  (ON), Polished (OL)
12,5 EP 125 ON/OL

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8 EP 80 IL

10 EP 100 IL

Finish*: Polished (IL)
12,5 EP 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres

Brass sectionStainless Steel section
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round ecTM

 RD
H

(RD 100 O*)

floors transition

This profile ROUNDTEC RD is mainly utilized for adjacent floors of different 

levels as for instance the joining of to ceramic floor to a thinner linoleum 

or other types of vinyl and resin surface. Its rounded section conveys to 

virtually ideal vertical drop of 3 mm to the lower adjacent floor surface 

and at the same time protects the tile edge with a touch of elegance, other 

applications are stair nosing or finishing of tiled kitchen tops and counters.

Vertical dovetail anchorage. Patented.

ROUNDTEC RD-O* Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can bear intense 

transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. Through 

contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed 

surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with a 

conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass  (OL).

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

 8 RD 80 ON/OL

10 RD 100 ON/OL

Finish*: Natural  (ON), Polished (OL)
12,5 RD 125 ON/OL

15 RD 150   ON/OL

Length: 2,70 metres
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zero ecTM

 ZRM
H

(ZRM 100 IL)

floorstransition

ZEROTEC ZRM profile is the ideal solution for joining two floors at different 

levels, between a ceramic covering and one in moquette carpeting for 

instance. This trim allows a 4 mm progressive sloping difference to the next 

floor to match thus making safer when treading over the connecting floors. 

The ramp inclination has been conceived for vehicle and wheel carts transit.

ZEROTEC ZRM-IL Polished Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

This stainless steel profile is an AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance 

to most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, hospitals, public toilets, 

slaughter houses, breweries, etc.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8 ZRM 80 IL

10 ZRM 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 ZRM 125 IL

Length: 2,70 metres
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zero ecTM

 ZR
H H

(ZR 100*)

floors junction ramp

ZEROTEC ZR trim allows the installer to perfectly join the height difference 

created when laying new floor covering over an existing one. Its ramp 

angle inclination has been conceived to bear intense transit of vehicles or 

wheeled carts in garage areas and shopping centers always maintaining 

total protection to the various edges of tiled floors. This profile contributes 

to safety when treading over connecting floors. For high traffic industrial 

and commercial areas we suggest to prefer the brass option.

Vertical dovetail anchorage.

Patented  (Aluminium and brass version).

ZEROTEC ZR-O* Extruded Brass
This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 
guarantee the tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 
It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can bear intense 
transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. Through 
contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed 
surfaces, This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with to 
conventional polisher to return to its original shine.
Available in natural brass (ON) or polished brass  (OL).

ZEROTEC ZR-AN Natural alluminium

This profile is developed in conformity with the UNI standards. It has little 

tolerance to mechanical or chemical solicitation. During installation, excess 

adhesive and grout should be removed immediately to avoid stains. The exposed 

surface may change color or darken in time. Outdoors or where higher stresses 

are involved the use of brass or stainless steel models are recommended.

ZEROTEC ZR-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation, excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour or darken in time. 

Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

ZEROTEC ZR-IL Stainless Steel - AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

This stainless steel profile AISI 304 standard ensures high tolerance to most of 

diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present in food 

processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, hospitals, 

public toilets etc.

CURVELINE

Some profile of ZEROTEC ZR  series are also available with a special cut flange 

so they become formable for curved edges and inlays. To order: add the letter D 

to the product code – for further details see page 47.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

 8 ZR 80 ON/OL

10 ZR 100 ON/OL

Finish*: Natural  (ON), Polished (OL)
12,5 ZR 125 ON/OL

15 ZR 150 ON/OL

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium

 8 ZR 80 AN

10 ZR 100 AN

Finish: Natural (AN)
12,5 ZR 125 AN

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

 8 ZR 80 AS

10 ZR 100 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
12,5 ZR 125 AS

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

 8 ZR 80 IL

10 ZR 100 IL

Finish: Polished (IL)
12,5 ZR 125 IL

15 ZR 150 IL

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Aluminium and Brass sectionStainless Steel section

  : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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ramp ecTM

 ZRR
H

(ZRR 100*)

floorsjunction ramp

RAMPTEC ZRR profile in anodised aluminium has been conceived to join 

floors at different heights.

The ramp angle of elevation of 20° allows to connect smoothly uneven 

adjoining floor levels for a safe transit.

The vertical edge has the dovetail internal cavity for a better mechanical 

fixing for both grout and adhesive, in the major intensive load points.

RAMPTEC ZRR-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents.

Profile suitable also for car transit.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

10 ZRR 100 AS

12,5 ZRR 125 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)
15 ZRR 150 AS

Length: 2,70 metres
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line ecTM

 AD

B

4
H

(AD 10*)

floors separation profile

LINETEC profile is a joint profile for thin bed adhesive laying. It has to 5 mm 

visible face width at surface and a 4 mm thick body which allows grinding 

along with the floor covering material in installation. It is also ideal for 

marble or wood flooring combinations. The arrow shaped vertical flange of 

this profile ensures a solid mechanical bond within the split cavity.

LINETEC AD-ON Natural Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can bear intense 

transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. Through 

contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed 

surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with a 

conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

LINETEC AD 10 AN Natural alluminium

This profile is developed in conformity with the UNI standards. It has little 

tolerance to mechanical or chemical solicitation. During installation, excess 

adhesive and grout should be removed immediately to avoid stains. The 

exposed surface may change color or darken in time. Outdoors or where higher 

stresses are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

   5x10 AD 10 ON

   5x14 AD 14 ON

Finish: Natural (ON)

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 5 mm

Altezze: 10 mm e 14 mm

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium

   5x10 AD 10 AN

Finish: Natural (AN)

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 5 mm

Altezza: 10 mm
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line ecTM

 MB

B

4

H

(MB 5*)

floorsseparation profile

LINETEC MB split joint profile is utilized for two joining floor coverings 

which are laid in traditional mortar bed. It is usually employed with marble 

coverings because it can bear grinding, yet still enhances the decorative 

effect. It is available in brass and aluminium in 5 and 10 mm widths which 

can bear grinding/polishing treatment during the laying process.

LINETEC MB-ON Brass Natural

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can bear intense 

transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. Through 

contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed 

surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with a 

conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

LINETEC MB 5 AN  Natural aluminium

This profile is developed in conformity with UNI standards.It has little tolerance 

to mechanical or chemical solicitation. During installation excess adhesive and 

grout should be removed immediately to avoid stains. The exposed surface 

may change colour or darken in time. Outdoors or where higher stresses are 

involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

    5x25 MB 5 ON

  10x25 MB 10 ON

Finish: Natural (ON)

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 5 mm a 10 mm

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium

5x25 MB 5 AN

Finish: Natural (AN)

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 5 mm
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line ecTM

 PT

B B

4

H H

(PT 200*)

floors separation profile

LINETEC PT profile is a separation joint for several floors available in 

different sizes. The face width at surface is 2,5 mm. It is quite flexible and 

adaptable to decorative contour design laying, whether it be marble or 

palladiana terrazzo floors laid on cement or resin based screeds. This article 

can bear grinding/polishing treatment during the laying process.

LINETEC PT-ON Natural Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations. 

It is primarily applied on both indoor and outdoor floors and can bear intense 

transit areas as well as for detailing elegant residential coverings. Through 

contact with moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed 

surfaces. This situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with a 

conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

LINETEC PT-IN Natural Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301 

This stainless steel profile is AISI 304 standard which ensures high tolerance to 

most of diluted chemicals found in laboratories or strong detergents present 

in food processing plants, commercial kitchens, slaughter houses, breweries, 

hospitals, public toilets etc. The profile has a slight difference in shape compared 

to the brass one, due to the steel bending process.

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

2,5x10 PT 100 ON

2,5x15 PT 150 ON

Finish: Natural (ON)
2,5x20 PT 200 ON

2,5x40 PT 400 ON

Length: 2,70 metres
5,0x30 PT 305 ON

Improved anchoring 
on the vertical side

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

2,5x10 PT 100 IN

2,5x15 PT 150 IN

Finish: Natural (IN)
2,5x20 PT 200 IN

2,5x40 PT 400 IN

Length: 2,70 metres

Stainless Steel sectionBrass section
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curvelineTM

floorsbending equipment

Formable trim profiles to bend into shape in order to follow floor contours 

and other particular geometrescal cuts thanks to to softer alloy and special 

flange sections. 

They can be easily and quickly bent saving considerable time on site. Perfect 

for mosaic works or wood/ceramic combination flooring as well as for 

framing and edging resin floors laid on site, as they perfectly adapt to more 

elaborate decorative laying, allowing to create original inlays. The profiles 

can be formed with a simple hand pressure or employing the special 

bending equipment.

Laying instructions:

•   Cut the profile to the desired length

•   Manually curve the profile to the desired shape. 

     Where necessary use a template or the bending equipment.

•   Anchor the profile to the support and if required fasten it with the

   screws that fit into the holes of the flange section.

The articles available with formable flange are listed here on the right, 

with the relevant minimum allowed radius, which can be achieved with the 

bending equipment.

Page Available Series Min. Int. Radius Min. Ext. Radius

31 TR-ON / AS / AN / IL/IS 30 cm 30 cm

32 SR-ON / AS / IL/IS 50 cm 50 cm

42 ZR - A* 60 cm -

42 ZR - ON 200 cm -

49 SP 14 OL / AS 80 cm 80 cm

49 SP 14 OC 100 cm 100 cm
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cover ecTM

 SP

B B

H H

(SP 14*)

floors

Stainless Steel section

junction

COVERTEC SP is a profile designed to join two adjacent existing floors at 

the same height but it can cover imperfections in cutting or slight variations 

of height to be found on a tiled floor joining to a wooden one for example. 

Thanks to its shape, available in 3 different widths, this profile helps floor 

coverings to maintain the minimum distance thus acting also as a dilatation 

joint. 

Aluminium and Brass section

COVERTEC SP edges are slightly bent downwards in a rounded-off shape in 

order to help hide the difference of level  up to 2 mm.  The arrow head shaped 

vertical flange can be easily embedded into the gap but it is recommended 

not to use acetic based silicon for fixing, as brass can oxidize over time.

Some versions of series COVERTEC SP, thanks to their particular alloy 

composition, can easy be bent manually in phase of laying to follow into the 

round contour cuts of flooring curvature decorative design jobs and curves. 

For further details verify the table at p. 47.
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The gap between the two 

adjacent floors allows for 

final polishing treatments of 

wooden or marble surface 

without damaging the 

bordering one.

Profiles work as dilatation joint 

covers, while providing a proper 

finishing to possible cut or match 

imperfections between the two 

floors, as typical in the diagonal 

patterns.

COVERTEC SP-AS Silver Anodised Aluminium 

This profile has a silver coating and is suitable for both indoor or outdoor 

application with high tolerance to weather agents but less to mechanical impact. 

During installation excess adhesive and grout should be removed immediately 

to avoid stains. The exposed surface may change colour or darken in time. 

Where higher stresses are involved the use of brass profiles is recommended.

COVERTEC SP-OC Chromed Brass

This profile has a chrome finish which conveys a higher aesthetic touch. It 

is water proof and resistant to most corrosive agents. Limited tolerance to 

abrasion, not recommended for high traffic areas.

COVERTEC SP* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance to 

abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine embossing 

on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains quite clean and 

blends well with the flooring tone.

COVERTEC SP-I* Stainless Steel AISI 304 - DIN 1.4301  

Patented system in stainless steel. It ensures an excellent resistance to corrosion. 

The profile has a slight difference in shape compared to the brass one due to the 

special steel rolling process which differs from the brass work process.

Available  in polished stainless steel (IL), brushed (IS) or sanded (IX).

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

14x7 SP 14 OL

20x7 SP 20 OL

Finish: Polished (OL)
26x7 SP 26 OL

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

Width: 14, 20, 26 mm

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

14x7 SP 14 AS

20x7 SP 20 AS

Finish: Silver (AS)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

Width: 14, 20 mm

Finish L=14 mm L=20 mm

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

Whitened SP 14 RS SP 20 RS

Maple SP 14 AC SP 20 AC

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

Beech SP 14 FA SP 20 FA

Oak SP 14 RO SP 20 RO

Width: 14, 20 mm
Cherry SP 14 CI SP 20 CI

Light walnut SP 14 NC SP 20 NC

Dark walnut SP 14 NS SP 20 NS

Wengé SP 14 WE SP 20 WE

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m

Material: 
Stainless Steel AISI 304

14x7 SP 14 IL/IS/IX

20x7 SP 20 IL/IS/IX

Finish*: Polished (IL), Brushed (IS), 
Sanded (IX)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 m - only (IL)

Width: 14, 20 mm

Material: 
Extruded Brass

14x7 SP 14 OC

20x7 SP 20 OC

Finish: Chrome (OC)

Length: 2,70 metres

Width: 14, 20 mm

COVERTEC SP-OL Polished Brass

This brass profile is developed with prime choice raw material in order to 

guarantee the tolerance and endurance to chemical and mechanical solicitations.
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strip ecTM

 ST

BB

floors junction on existing floors

STRIPTEC profile is generally fixed to link two adjacent floors of similar 

or different height and covering materials. The rounded shape of this strip 

profile grants to maximum height difference of 5 mm. To apply STRIPTEC 

means also to cover up the slight imperfections which may occur during 

the laying job. It can also be used as a terminal profile provided that the 

thickness of the surface material does not exceed 5 mm.

Installation for self-adhesive version:
1)    Check if support is sound, smooth, clean, 

dry and free from grease and loose 
materials.

2)    Cut profile to the required length and 
remove the protective film.

3)    Press downwards on the profile until it is 
fixed firmly. Do not hammer.

Installation for pre-drilled version:
1)    Cut profile to the required length and 

place the mark on the surface of the 
profile pre-drilled holes.

2)    Insert and fix the flare head screws.

STRIPTEC ST-OL* Brass polished

A laminate polished brass flat bar which is resistant to light mechanical and 

chemical impacts and lasting wear. The brass article allows an extremely elegant 

decorative finish to homes and is available in pre-drilled or self adhesive 

versions. 

Available also in the heavy duty version, thickness 1,3 mm, Code STP 30 OLA/

OLF.

STRIPTEC ST 30* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with to melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance to 

abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings.

The melamine embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it 

remains quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

STRIPTEC ST-IL* Polished Stainless Steel  

Stainless steel profile with a high resistance to wear and a good resistance to 

atmospheric agents.

Available in self-adhesive (OLA), drilled (OLF), pre-drilled (OLN) versions.

STRIPTEC ST-A* Anodised Aluminium

Full aluminium anodised profile available in Silver (AS), Gold (AO), Bronze (AB) 

finishes. This product confers to chromatic combination with indoor decoration 

with all floor covering materials.

B=mm Art. Adhesive Drilled Not drill.

Material: 
Laminated Brass

18 ST 18 OLA - OLN

30 ST 30 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)
35 ST 35 OLA OLF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Width: 18, 30, 35 mm

Finish Adhesive Drilled

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

Whitened ST 30 RSA ST 30 RSF

Maple ST 30 ACA ST 30 ACF

Length: 2,70 metres
Beech ST 30 FAA ST 30 FAF

Oak ST 30 ROA ST 30 ROF

Width:  30 mm
Cherry ST 30 CIA ST 30 CIF

Light walnut ST 30 NCA ST 30 NCF

Dark walnut ST 30 NSA ST 30 NSF

Wengé ST 30 WEA ST 30 WEF

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m

Material: 
Stainless Steel

18 ST 18 ILA - ILN

30 ST 30 ILA ILF

Finish: Polished (IL*)
35 ST 35 ILA ILF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Width: 18, 30, 35 mm

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

18 ST 18 A*A A*F

30 ST 30 A*A A*F

Finish*: Silver (AS*), Gold (AO*), 
Bronze (AB*)

35 ST 35 A*A A*F

40 ST 40 A*A A*F

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Width: 18, 30, 35, 40 mm

DrilledSelf-adhesive
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strip ecTM

 ST/SB

38

B

50

25

35

floorsjunction on existing floors

A wide choice of transition and threshold strip profiles with a variety of 

widths and top detailing such as knurling, rounded edges or simply flat 

and/or heavier bars for better fitting under doorways. This variety is to best 

customize residential finishing and adapt to any decorative environment. 

The extruded brass and aluminium models are suitable for heavier transit 

areas.

STRIPTEC ST 38 A* Anodised Aluminium

A top knurled bar in silver color finish, gold or bronze. High 

tolerance to corrosion but limited resistance to mechanical 

impact. The mid-section thickness is 3,7 mm.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

STRIPTEC STB 25 A* Anodised aluminium

This top grooved flat head profile has a silver, gold or 

bronze coating. Good anti-oxidation tolerance but less to 

mechanical impact. Mid-section thickness: 2,2 mm.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

STRIPTEC STB 35 A* Anodised aluminium

This flat head aluminium smooth heavy duty aluminium 

profile is coloured finished in silver, gold or bronze. The 

pre-drilled version has its holes placed in the middle. One 

may opt for the side holes for the code L version. The mid-

section thickness is 2,4 mm.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

STRIPTEC ST 50 OL* Polished Brass

A heavy cambered brass profile with 5 mm, thickness mid-

section. Designed to guarantee resistance to chemical and 

mechanical impact present in commercial or industrial 

areas with heavier transit.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

STRIPTEC STB-OL* Polished Brass

The brass article ensures an excellent tolerance to 

impact and chemical environments. Therefore it is ideal 

for industrial or commercial areas where heavier transit 

occurs. Also suitable in residential areas where brass is 

always appreciated. The mid-section thickness is 1,5 mm.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

B=mm Art. Adhesive Drilled

Material:Extruded 
anodised aluminium

38 ST 38 ASA ASF

38 ST 38 AOA AOF

Finish*: Silver (AS*), 
Gold (AO*), Bron. (AB*)

38 ST 38 ABA ABF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

Material:Extruded 
anodised aluminium

25 STB 25 ASA ASF

25 STB 25 AOA AOF

Finish*: Silver (AS*), 
Gold (AO*), Bron. (AB*)

25 STB 25 ABA ABF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

Material:Extruded 
anodised aluminium

35 STB 35 ASA ASF

35 STB 35 AOA AOF

Finish*: Silver (AS*), 
Gold (AO*), Bron.(AB*)

35 STB 35 ABA ABF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m

Material: 
Extruded Brass

50 ST 50 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

30 STB 30 OLA OLF

35 STB 35 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)
40 STB 40 OLA OLF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres
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level ecTM

 RP

39

32

4,5

34

8

25

10

45

12,5

floors junction on existing floors

LEVELTEC RP is conceived as terminal and joining profile for floors at 

different heights. This product can also cover slight imperfections due 

to cuts or chipping of different materials such as wood floors joining to 

linoleum or carpeting. LEVELTEC RP series comprises different height 

adjustments ranging from a

4,5 ÷ 12,5 mm scale and to 3 ÷ 14 mm mismatch. The product is usually sold 

with a ready to fix high quality self-adhesive for DIY installation. Available 

also in the pre-drilled version, to be fixed with screws and dowels.

Installation for self-adhesive version:
1) Check if support is sound, smooth, clean, 

dry and free from grease and loose 
materials.

2)  Cut profile to the required length and 
remove the protective film.

3)     Apply the profile by pressing on it until it 
is firmly fixed – do not hammer.

Installation for pre-drilled version:
1)  Cut profile to the required length and 

remove the protective film.
2)    Insert and fix the flare head screws

LEVELTEC RP-OL* Polished Brass

This profile is adaptable to various heights of connecting 

floors thanks to the availability of four different models. 

This profile is supplied with a polished surface.

The profile RPR 39, thanks to its reversible form can be 

used on both sides, joining heights from 8 to 14 mm.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

HxB Art. Adhesive Drilled

Material: 
Extruded Brass

4,5x32 RP 50 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

8x34 RP 80 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

10x25 RP 100 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

12,5x45 RP 125 OLA OLF

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

39 RPR 39 OLA OLN

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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level ecTM

 RP

31

5

34

8

B

H

floorsjunction on existing floors

Available in different widths and heights to meet all possible needs of 

junction between floors at different levels, with smooth or grooved surface. 

Their thickness makes them suitable also for environments with high 

pedestrian traffic. Their shaped edges ensure a perfect contact between the 

profile and the floor.

HxB Art. Adhesive Drilled

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

5x31 RP 50 ASA ASF

5x31 RP 50 AOA AOF

5x31 RP 50 ABA ABF

Finish*: Silver (AS*), 
Gold (AO*), Bron. (AB*)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

8x34 RP 80 ASA ASF

8x34 RP 80 AOA AOF

8x34 RP 80 ABA ABF

Finish*: Silver (AS*), 
Gold (AO*), Bron. (AB*)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel

5x29 RP 50 ILA ILF

8x34 RP 80 ILA ILF

Finish: Polished (IL*)
11x38 RP 110 ILA ILF

Length: 
2,70 metres

LEVELTEC RP 50 A* Anodised aluminium

This aluminium version is available in three different 

colour finishes: Silver (AS*), Gold (AO*), Bronze (AB*) and 

it blends well with several flooring materials utilized in 

domestic environments.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version.

LEVELTEC RP 80 A* Anodised aluminium

This top grooved aluminium version is available in three 

different colour finishes: Silver (AS*), Gold (AO*), Bronze 

(AB*) and it blends well with several flooring materials 

utilized in domestic environments.

Self-adhesive (A*A), Drilled (A*F) version..

LEVELTEC RP-IL* Polished Stainless Steel

Stainless steel profile with a high resistance to wear and to 

good resistance to atmospheric agents.

Self-adhesive (ILA), Drilled (ILF) version.
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vario ecTM

 DC

22

floors edge strip

This type of profile represents our innovative program for transition and 

finishing profiles for adjacent floor coverings with different levels. Due to 

its very special design, VARIOTEC DC features a multi-height adaptability 

which can range from 7 mm to 14 mm by simple inclination. This type of 

profile is to be glued on existing floors or as finish terminal floor edging to 

portray an extremely elegant touch. For gluing application we recommend 

to use our special adhesive.

VARIOTEC DC 22 OL Polished Brass

Full brass profile to guarantee the tolerance and endurance to chemical and 

mechanical solicitations. Through the contact of moisture or corrosive media, 

brass may oxidize on the exposed surfaces. This situation can be easily solved 

by buffing the product with a conventional polisher to return to its original shine.

VARIOTEC DC 22 A* Anodised aluminium

This aluminium version is available in three different colour finishes: Silver (AS), 

Gold (AO), Bronze (AB) and it blends well with several flooring materials utilized 

in domestic environments

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

22 DC 22 OL

Finish: Polished (OL)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

22 DC 22 AS/AO/AB

Finish*: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), 
Bronze (AB)

Length: 2,70 metres
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vario ecTM

 DK

B

floorsedge strip

VARIOTEC DK is a product specially conceived for domestic and light 

commercial use.  The different coloured versions contribute to an 

outstanding decorative finishing. It is supplied with a special high quality 

elastomer adhesive for easier application and can compensate floor 

coverings with height differences between 7 and 16 mm. Simply apply 

pressure by hand on the profile to fix to the dry floor and make sure that the 

surface to cover is free from any dirt or grease.

VARIOTEC DK 37 A*A Anodised Aluminium (with adhesive)

Mostly used in domestic environments or commercial areas with limited transit. 

Its variety of colour finishes makes it quite pleasing to the eye.

VARIOTEC DK-OLA Polished Brass (with adhesive)

Highly aesthetic transition profile, granting good  performances against wear 

and tear. 

VARIOTEC DK-ILA Polished Stainless Steel (with adhesive)

Stainless steel profile with a high resistance to wear and a good resistance to 

atmospheric agents.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

37 DK 37 A*A

Finish*: Silver (ASA), Gold (AOA), 
Bronze (ABA)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Laminated Brass

37 DK 37 OLA

47 DK 47 OLA

Finish: Polished (OLA)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Stainless Steel

37 DK 37 ILA

47 DK 47 ILA

Finish: Polished (ILA)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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vario ecTM

36

36

27

30

floors compensating edge

VARIOTEC range comprises a wide choice of many other versatile edgings, 

to best shop fit and protect many different flooring materials or fit onto 

existing floors. It is highly suitable for connecting ceramic or wood floorings 

to lower thinner coverings, such as vinyl or carpet.

VARIOTEC DR 36 OLA Polished Brass (with adhesive)

Slope edge rotating profile in solid brass resistant to 

abrasion, chemical  and mechanical impact. 

VARIOTEC DR 36 A*A Anodised Aluminium (with adhesive)

Slope edge rotating aluminium profile available in three 

different colour finishes: Silver, Gold, Bronze ensuring to 

good colours matching with all kinds of floor coverings. 

Indicated for domestic applications.

VARIOTEC LS 30 A*A Anodised Aluminium (with adhesive)

Flattening profile for 7 ÷ 13 mm height compensation. 

Comes with  adhesive glue strips with excellent hold

VARIOTEC DS 27* Polished Brass - Polished Stainless 

Steel (with adhesive)

Flattening profile for 7 ÷ 12 mm height compensation. 

Comes in Brass or Stainless Steel with self adhesive strips 

with excellent hold.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

36 DR 36 OLA

Finish: Polished (OL)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

36 DR 36 ASA

36 DR 36 AOA

36 DR 36 ABA

Finish*: Silver (AS), Gold 
(AO), Bronze (AB)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

30 LS 30 ASA

30 LS 30 AOA

30 LS 30 ABA

Finish*: Silver (AS), Gold 
(AO), Bronze (AB)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Laminated Brass
Stainless Steel

27 DS 27 OLA

27 DS 27 ILA

Finish: Polished (LA)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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level ecTM 

line ecTM

H

B

10

10

10

10

27

10

24

floorsjunction

A selection of full brass extruded profile shapes for existing floor edges 

and/or junctions with a 10 mm drop level to connect to flooring materials or 

fit onto pre-laid floors. It is highly suitable for rapidly connecting differing 

floors such as ceramic to wood or other combinations and wherever 

ajointing profile has not been planned during the laying job.

LEVELTEC ZP 100 OL Polished Brass

Extruded brass profile for pre-laid floor edges and terminal 

with dovetail internal flange fitting.

LINETEC PR 10 OL Polished Brass

A full solid brass profile with a rounded-off section, 

designed for elegant terminal edge finish with either wood 

or tile floors.

LINETEC PU 10 OL Polished Brass

Hollow section “reverse U” profile very suitable for 

decorative separation between wood parquet and ceramic 

floors. The hollow cavity allows the glue to optimize its 

grip action.

LINETEC PQ 10* Natural Brass - Stainless Steel

Full cube shaped solid brass profile: decorative separation 

or terminal edge finish. It can bear floor grinding, allowing 

one to work on the edge of the wooden floor without 

damaging the bordering ceramic. 

BxH Art.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

27x10 ZP 100 OL

Finish: Polished (OL)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

10x10 PR 10 OL

Finish: Polished (OL)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

10x10 PU 10 OL

Finish: Polished (OL)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass
Stainless Steel AISI 304 

8x10 PQ 10 ON

10x10 PQ 10 IN

Finish: Natural  (*N)

Length: 
2,70 metres
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multiclip®

floors multiclip

MULTICLIP® is a system conceived to solve the problems associated with 

wooden floors. Especially laminate flooring systems.

It consists of a base section, one or more synthetic resin fixing clips to 

suit the depth of the flooring material and a wide range of finishing top 

strips. It is a true multipurpose and economical system that solves different 

problems using the minimum number of components. 

Available in 8 popular wooden shades, anodised aluminium and solid brass.

MULTICLIP® system, patented.

MULTIFIX alternative fixing system with dowels.

Along with the track base and “clip” professional application one may utilize 

the dowel MULTIFIX fixed in drilled holes for a paving with less intense 

transit.

MULTICLIP®  system consists of:

• A range of finishing profiles of different 

shapes, colours and materials.

• to base section (drilled or perforated 

flanged) underlying track that can be fixed in 

place either with adhesives or mechanically 

using plugs and screws.

• Special “clips” to allow the jointing of 

different heights of floor covering as 

required.

Use one clip to join height 

difference ranging from 6 ÷ 

10 mm

Use two clips for height dif-

ference ranging from 11 ÷ 

15 mm

Use three clips for height 

difference ranging from 16 

÷ 20 mm

FIXING HOLEMULTI-ADAPTING 

FINISHING

CLIPFIXING BASE
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multiclip®

 CLG 370
37

floorsmulticlip

This clip system joining profile for matching floors can also compensate 

slight differences in height, up to 3 mm. The modular concept provides 

you with the possibility to adjust to other paving, matching all thicknesses 

using one or more clips. Thanks to the 16 mm space left empty underneath, 

MULTICLIP® profile works also as an expansion joint allowing for to ± 5 mm 

movement of the wood covering. As a matter of fact the general dampness 

or humidity factors are calculated to act 0,5 mm on dilatation per linear 

meter of bay on double-layer laminated wood flooring.

MULTICLIP® CLG 370 A* Anodised aluminium

Aluminium profile with a anodising coating in Silver, Gold or Bronze finish. 

The profile is adaptable to several floor coverings thanks to its versatility 

characteristics. 

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + Aluminium base CLB 80 ANF/ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLG 370* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with to melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance 

to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine 

embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains 

quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone. 

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLG 370 OL Polished Brass

Innovative: the new  modular system Multiclip® allows to use also the 

traditional brass finishing profiles, as the clips in Resinil avoid binding. Solid 

polished brass for to lasting classic finish and to very good resistance to 

mechanical impacts.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

CLG 370 AS Silver

CLG 370 AO Gold

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLG 370 AB Bronze

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

CLG 370 RS Whitened

CLG 370 AC Maple

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLG 370 FA Beech

CLG 370 RO Oak

CLG 370 CI Cherry

CLG 370 NC Light walnut

CLG 370 NS Dark walnut

CLG 370 WE Wengé

Material: 
Extruded Brass

CLG 370 OL Polished Brass

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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multiclip®

 CLF 450

45

11

floors

MULTICLIP® CLF 450 A* Anodised aluminium

The profile is anodised aluminium with a Silver, Gold or Bronze colour 

finish. The profile is adaptable to several coverings and floor levels thanks to 

its versatility characteristics.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

multiclip 6÷11 mm

Jointing terminal profile for mismatching floors ranging between 6 ÷ 11 

mm. MULTICLIP® components fit perfectly together thanks to the clip in 

technopolymer, without binding and rattling. The multi groove cut clip insert 

allows the top profile to be pressed and interlocked with the base unit, while 

a slight swivel pivot action is allowed in order to follow the solicitations, 

especially on floating floors, and to match the two floor surfaces perfectly.

MULTICLIP® CLF 450* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. High tolerance 

to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine 

embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains 

quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLF 450 OL Polished Brass

Innovative: the new modular system Multiclip® allows to use also the 

traditional brass finishing profiles, as the clips in Resinil avoid binding. 

Solid polished brass for a lasting classic finish and a very good resistance 

to mechanical impacts.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

CLF 450 AS Silver

CLF 450 AO Gold

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLF 450 AB Bronze

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

CLF 450 RS Whitened

CLF 450 AC Maple

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLF 450 FA Beech

CLF 450 RO Oak

CLF 450 CI Cherry

CLF 450 NC Light walnut

CLF 450 NS Dark walnut

CLF 450 WE Wengé

Material: 
Extruded Brass

CLF 450 OL Polished Brass

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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multiclip®

 CLF 490

49

16,5

floorsmulticlip 12÷18 mm

Jointing terminal profile for mismatching floors ranging between

12 ÷ 18 mm and over. To be used with at least two fixing clips. This terminal 

profile allows an easy junction between ceramic or parquet floors and 

existing surfaces or with carpet or vinyl lower coverings.  The multi groove 

cut clip insert allows the top profile to be pressed and interlocked with the 

base unit, while a slight swivel pivot action is allowed in order to follow 

the solicitations, especially on floating floors, and to match the two floor 

surfaces perfectly.

MULTICLIP® CLF 490 A* Anodised aluminium

The profile is anodised aluminium with a Silver, Gold or Bronze colour 

finish. The profile is adaptable to several coverings thanks to its versatility 

characteristics.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLF 490* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance 

to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine 

embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains 

quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLF 490 OL Polished Brass

Innovative: the new modular system Multiclip® allows to use also the 

traditional brass finishing profiles, as the clips in Resinil avoid binding. 

Solid polished brass for a lasting classic finish and a very good resistance 

to mechanical impacts.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

CLF 490 AS Silver

CLF 490 AO Gold

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLF 490 AB Bronze

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

CLF 490 RS Whitened

CLF 490 AC Maple

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLF 490 FA Beech

CLF 490 RO Oak

CLF 490 CI Cherry

CLF 490 NC Light walnut

CLF 490 NS Dark walnut

CLF 490 WE Wengé

Material: 
Extruded Brass

CLF 490 OL Polished Brass

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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multiclip®

 CLP 270

27

10

floors multiclip perimeter

Perimeter joint in aluminium. It provides movement joint avoiding the use 

of skirting board, thanks to its 16 mm internal cavity with a fixing bar that 

allows on average ± 5 mm floor movement. It is also suitable for trimming 

sliding doors tracks and entrance mattings. 

MULTICLIP® CLP 270 A* Anodised aluminium

The profile is anodised aluminium with a Silver, Gold or Bronze colour 

finish. The profile is adaptable to several coverings thanks to its versatility 

characteristics.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLP 270* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance 

to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine 

embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains 

quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

CLP 270 AS Silver

CLP 270 AO Gold

Length: 2,70 metres
CLP 270 AB Bronze

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

CLP 270 RS Whitened

CLP 270 AC Maple

Length: 2,70 metres
CLP 270 FA Beech

CLP 270 RO Oak

CLP 270 CI Cherry

CLP 270 NC Light walnut

CLP 270 NS Dark walnut

CLP 270 WE Wengé
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multiclip®

 CLS 250

25

25

floorsmulticlip stairnosing

Stair nosing profile in aluminium or with laminate wood tone cladding 

contributes to better identify the treading edge as well as protect and give a 

step safety feature to the staircase and mask imperfections.

MULTICLIP® CLS 250 A* Anodised aluminium

The profile is anodised aluminium with a Silver, Gold or Bronze colour 

finish. The profile is adaptable to several coverings thanks to its versatility 

characteristics.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

MULTICLIP® CLS 250* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance 

to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine 

embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains 

quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

Mounts with Clip CL 80 P + aluminium base CLB 80 ANF / ANT.

Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

CLS 250 AS Silver

CLS 250 AO Gold

Length: 2,70 metres
CLS 250 AB Bronze

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

CLS 250 RS Whitened

CLS 250 AC Maple

Length: 2,70 metres
CLS 250 FA Beech

CLS 250 RO Oak

CLS 250 CI Cherry

CLS 250 NC Light walnut

CLS 250 NS Dark walnut

CLS 250 WE Wengé
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multifixTM

 CLG 300
30

floors multifix

Jointing profile strip slightly cambered for matching floors at the same level. 

This article has been expressly designed for domestic environments and 

DIY market, with the nylon “MULTIFIX” dowel screws for the installation.

MULTIFIX CLG 300 A* Anodised aluminium

The profile is anodised aluminium with Silver, Gold or Bronze colour 

finish. The profile is adaptable to several floors thanks to its versatility 

characteristics.

Mounts with nylon dowels code CLX 45.

MULTIFIX CLG 300* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance 

to abrasion comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine 

embossing on the aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains 

quite clean and blends well with the flooring tone.

Mounts with nylon dowels code CLX 45.

MULTIFIX CLG 300 OL Polished Brass

Solid brass polished trim for to classic lasting finish and a very good 

resistance to mechanical impacts.

Note: order one set of dowels each metre.

Art. Finish

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

CLG 300 AS Silver

CLG 300 AO Gold

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLG 300 AB Bronze

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

CLG 300 RS Whitened

CLG 300 AC Maple

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

CLG 300 FA Beech

CLG 300 RO Oak

CLG 300 CI Cherry

CLG 300 NC Light walnut

CLG 300 NS Dark walnut

CLG 300 WE Wengé

Material: 
Extruded Brass

CLG 300 OL Polished Brass

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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multiclip®

 emultifixTM

1

2

2

1

1

2

3

3

3

4

4

floorsassembly multiclip-multifix

MULTICLIP® e MULTIFIX are patented systems easy to mount and to 

dismount without damaging the work done.

MULTICLIP® disassembly

Where necessary, the profile can be easily 

removed without damaging the laid floor or 

the fixing base.

1. Drill hole with a 3 mm drill bit

2. Insert a 4 mm screw

3. Lift and remove

MULTIFIX assembly

The profile series MULTICLIP® may be 

assembled and laid by use of the nylon dowel 

“MULTIFIX” whenever there is a limited or 

residential type of pedestrian transit. The 

MULTIFIX dowel is utilized with these articles: 

CLG 300, CLG 370, CLF 450.

1. Drill hole using a 6 mm drill bit

2. Insert the dowels

3. Align the dowels

4. Hammer in with protecting batten

MULTICLIP®  assembly:

1.  Set the base profile in position using either screws and dowels or the 

perforated fixing base flange for adhesive laying. 

2.   Align the base section to the wooden floor edge to allow to suitable gap 

for expansion joints.

3.  Insert one or more “clips” into the finishing profile and align onto the 

fixing base.

4.  Protecting the finishing profile with a wooden batten tap the clips into 

the fixing base.
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multicoverTM

37 45

floors

B=mm Finish Adhesive Drilled

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

37 Whitened CLG 370 RSA CLG 370 RSF

37 Maple CLG 370 ACA CLG 370 ACF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

37 Beech CLG 370 FAA CLG 370 FAF

37 Oak CLG 370 ROA CLG 370 ROF

37 Cherry CLG 370 CIA CLG 370 CIF

37 L. walnut CLG 370 NCA CLG 370 NCF

37 Dark walnut CLG 370 NSA CLG 370 NSF

37 Wengé CLG 370 WEA CLG 370 WEF

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

45 Whitened CLF 450 RSA CLF 450 RSF

45 Maple CLF 450 ACA CLF 450 ACF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

45 Beech CLF 450 FAA CLF 450 FAF

45 Oak CLF 450 ROA CLF 450 ROF

45 Cherry CLF 450 CIA CLF 450 CIF

45 L. walnut CLF 450 NCA CLF 450 NCF

45 Dark walnut CLF 450 NSA CLF 450 NSF

45 Wengé CLF 450 WEA CLF 450 WEF

multicover wood

MULTICOVER represents two further possibilities of alternative fixing for 

the junction and edging profiles series CLG and CLF, with wood clad finish. 

These profiles are actually available also in the drilled version for fixing with 

screws and dowels, or self adhesive, provided with a special high quality 

elastomer adhesive for easier application. For installation just cut the profile 

to the required length, remove the protective film and press downward on 

the profile until it is fixed firmly. For a good hold the support must be sound, 

smooth, clean, dry and free from grease and loose materials.

MULTICOVER CLG 370* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Junction profiles for floors at the same height.

Profile with a melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. 

Good tolerance to abrasion comparable to most melamine

coverings. The melamine embossing on the aluminium is particularly

smooth, therefore it remains quite clean and blends well with the

flooring tone.

Installation for self-adhesive version:
1) Check if support is sound,
    smooth, clean, dry and free from
    grease and loose materials.
2) Cut profile to the required length
    and remove the protective film.
3) Press downwards on the profile
    until it is fixed firmly. Do not hammer.

Installation for pre-drilled version:
1) Cut profile to the required length and mark 

the holes position.
2) Insert the dowels and fix in using suitable 

flare head screws.

MULTICOVER CLF 450* Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Terminal profile for mismatching floors ranging between 6 ÷ 11 mm.

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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wood ecTM

 LT 30

17

H

floors

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

7 LT 70 A*N

9 LT 90 A*N

Finish*: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), 
Bronze (AB)

10 LT 100 A*N

13 LT 130 A*N

Length: 2,70 metres
15 LT 150 A*N

edge for wooden floors

This terminal edge perimeter profile trim is especially designed for floating 

wooden floors to ideally finish a wall edge and adjacent floors. It also serves 

as an expansion joint and is an alternative to skirting. Also ideal for edging 

sliding doors tracks and entrance mat edging. It can be fixed with dowels or 

screws and guarantees a perfect hold. 

To be fixed with screws and dowels. 

WOODTEC LT-A*N Anodised aluminium

The profile is anodised aluminium with Silver (AS), Gold (AO) or Bronze (AB) 

colour finish. The profile is easily adaptable to several coverings for colour and 

texture and is well tolerant to oxidation but less resistant to mechanical impact. 

In areas with higher transit the use of the solid brass article is recommended.

Finish Art.

Material: 
Extruded Aluminium Laminate cov.

Whitened LT 90 RSN

Maple LT 90 ACN

Length: 2,70 metres
Beech LT 90 FAN

Oak LT 90 RON

Finish*: 8 wood finish
Cherry LT 90 CIN

Light walnut LT 90 NCN

Altezza: 9 mm
Dark walnut LT 90 NSN

Wengé LT 90 WEN

WOODTEC LT 90*N Aluminium Wood Cladding Finish 

Profile for the most common mismatching floors ranging between 7,5 and 9 

mm. Melamine wood tone in 8 different varieties. Good tolerance to abrasion 

comparable to most melamine coverings. The melamine embossing on the 

aluminium is particularly smooth therefore it remains quite clean and blends 

well with the flooring tone.

Material: 
Stainless Steel

10 LT 100 ILN

15 LT 150 ILN

Finish: Polished (ILN)
22 LT 220 ILN

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Laminated Brass

10 LT 100 OLN

15 LT 150 OLN

Finish: Polished (OLN)
22 LT 220 OLN

Length: 2,70 metres

WOODTEC LT-OLN Polished Brass

Thanks to the natural properties of brass, this profile is highly tolerant to 

mechanical impact and areas subject to chemical presence yet still helps 

maintain an elegant finish to the coverings applied.

WOODTEC LT-ILN Polished Stainless Steel 

High tolerance steel profile particularly recommended for commercial and 

industrial environments. This article is also recommended for heavy transit 

areas offering a good mechanical resistance.
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wood ecTM

 LP

16

H

floors edge for wooden floors

This terminal edge perimeter profile trim is especially designed for floating 

wooden floors to ideally join them to adjacent floors of lower level or to 

existing floors. It serves as an expansion with the extra internal gap. 

This profile is to be fixed with screws and dowels.

WOODTEC LP-OLN Polished Brass 

Thanks to the natural properties of brass, it ensures a good tolerance to  

mechanical impact and in areas subject to chemical presence, it still contributes 

to maintain an elegant finish to the coverings applied. Through contact with 

moisture or corrosive media, brass may oxidize on exposed surfaces. This 

situation can be easily solved by buffing the product with a conventional 

polisher to return to its original shine.

WOODTEC LP-ILN Polished Stainless Steel

High tolerance stainless steel profile particularly recommended for commercial 

and industrial environments. This article is also recommended for heavy transit 

areas offering a good mechanical resistance.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Laminated Brass

10 LP 100 OLN

15 LP 150 OLN

FInitura: Polished (OLN)
22 LP 220 OLN

Length: 2,70 metres

Protected surfaces with film

Material:
Stainless Steel

10 LP 100 ILN

15 LP 150 ILN

Finish: Polished (ILN)
22 LP 220 ILN

Length: 2,70 metres

Protected surfaces with film
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wood ecTM

 LG

30

30

H

floorsjunction

Junction profile especially designed for floating wooden floors. The shape 

and dimension of the profile allow enough space for the wood natural 

expansion. The flat top face is also suitable for threshold under doorways.

WOODTEC LG-A*N Anodised aluminium

Profile in anodised aluminium Silver (AS), Gold (AO) or Bronze (AB). Considered 

ideal for classier decorative internal coverings. Highly resistant to oxidation but 

less tolerant to mechanical stress for it is meant for residential areas.

H=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

  7 LG 70 A*N

  9 LG 90 A*N

Finish*: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), 
Bronze (AB)

10,2 LG 100 A*N

13 LG 130 A*N

Length: 2,70 metres
15 LG 150 A*N
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carpe ecTM

 MG 45

25

floors

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

25 MG 25 ASN

25 MG 25 AON

Finish*: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), 
Bronze (AB)

25 MG 25 ABN

Length: 2,70 metres

carpet junction

Jointing profile with a fixing base for before carpet laying and top strip with 

grooved surface to be interlocked onto the base bar once the carpet is laid. 

Toothed base bar o pre-drilled is available.The base and the upper top are 

two different articles to be ordered separately.

CARPETEC MG 25 A*N Anodised Aluminium - Top

Top profile available in three different aluminium colour finishes: Silver 

(AS), Gold (AO), Bronze (AB). The profile is commonly used in domestic 

environments.

CARPETEC MG 25 OLN Polished Brass - Top

Top profile in polished brass highly resistant to mechanical impact, chemical 

corrosion and wear and tear.

CARPETEC MGB 25 AN* Natural alluminium - Fixing base

Drilled base to be fixed with screws and dowels, for glued carpet, code F.

Toothed base for stretched carpet, code D.

Material: 
Extruded Brass

25 MG 25 OLN

Finish: Polished (OLN)

Length: 2,70 metres

Material: 
Alluminium

43 MGB 25 ANF

43 MGB 25 AND

Finish: Natural  (AN*)

Length: 2,70 metres
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carpe ecTM

 MP

28

24

9

floors

B=mm Art. Adhesive Drilled

Material: 
Extruded anodised aluminium

28 MP 28 ASA ASF

28 MP 28 AOA AOF

Finish: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), Bronze 
(AB)

28 MP 28 ABA ABF

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

edge

This multifunctional profile has a self adjusting feature which allows it to 

automatically adjust to differing flooring heights.

Terminal or junction between two different coverings.

CARPETEC MP 28 A Anodised aluminium

This anodised aluminium profile is available in three different colour 

finishes: Silver (AS), Gold (AO), Bronze (AB). The profile is commonly used 

in domestic environments for the colour coordination. Available with self-

adhesive base  (*A) for a quick installation or drilled base (*F) to be installed 

with screws and dowels.

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m
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carpe ecTM

24

24

26

17

23

18

43

18

43

18

floors

Terminal profile for flexible or soft coverings such as fitted moquette 

carpeting or coco/fibre rug. By pressing down on the profile it will adjust to 

the thickness of the covering protecting the edge and cover imperfections.

CARPETEC MA 24 A*A Anodised Aluminium 

(with adhesive)

Self adjusting carpet profile trim. Self-adhesive bottom 

strip to guarantee a firm hold on any surface without 

raising the height.

CARPETEC MS 26 A* Anodised Aluminium (drilled o with 

adhesive)

Self adjusting profile with less face surface for a neat and 

more discreet finish. To be fixed with screws and dowels. 

Available also self-adhesive (A*A) and Drilled (A*F).

CARPETEC MD 43 A*F Anodised Aluminium (drilled)

Ideal for border edging for fitted moquette carpeting and 

gangways thanks to the ample mounting flange which can 

be also prepared with self adhesive tape.

CARPETEC MD 43 A*D Anodised Aluminium(toothed)

Profile with internal toothed flange for better grip for 

stretching carpeting.

CARPETEC MS 26 OLN Polished Brass

Solid brass profile, guarantees an excellent resistance to 

mechanical and chemical impacts while conveying a long 

lasting “classic” finish.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

24 MA 24 ASA

24 MA 24 AOA

24 MA 24 ABA

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

26 MS 26 ASF/A

26 MS 26 AOF/A

26 MS 26 ABF/A

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

26 MS 26 OLN

Finish: Polished (OLN)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90 / 1,35 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

43 MD 43 ASF

43 MD 43 AOF

43 MD 43 ABF

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

43 MD 43 ASD

43 MD 43 AOD

43 MD 43 ABD

Length: 
2,70 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m

carpet edge
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lino ecTM

30

17

2,5

19

2,5

2,5

30

28

floorsedge PVC

Terminal edges and nosing profile trims for coverings in PVC,  linoleum or 

other thin material coverings, with 2 ÷ 3 mm thickness, just like the needle-

punched pressed rugs. 

These profiles ensure a clean and neat finish with a slight extra height 

adding and hide cutting imperfections.

LINOTEC AP 17 AS* Anodised Aluminium (with adhesive)

Flat level terminal trim slightly rounded and self-adhesive 

for mismatching 2 ÷ 3 mm floors. Profile developed 

in Silver anodised aluminium which is well suited for 

domestic environments and colour combinations.

Available also in the non-adhesive version (ASN).

LINOTEC AP 19 OL* Polished Brass (with adhesive)

Flat level terminal trim slightly rounded and self-adhesive 

for mismatching 2 ÷ 3 mm floors. Solid brass polished 

profile with good resistance to mechanical impact, 

chemical corrosion and wear and tear.

Available also in the non-adhesive version (ASN).

STAIRTEC SC 30 A*N Anodised Aluminium

Stair nosing profile for resilient flooring suitable for 

thicknesses ranging between 2 and 3 mm. 

Fast and lasting stair step finish.

LINOTEC AV 30 OL* Polished Brass (with adhesive)

A well contoured profile for mismatching floors from  2 

÷ 3 mm. Solid brass polished profile highly resistant to 

mechanical impact, chemical corrosion and wear and tear. 

Also not self-adhesive.

B=mm Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

17 AP 17 ASA

17 AP 17 ASN

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Extruded Brass

19 AP 19 OLA

19 AP 19 OLN

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Superficie 
con film protettivo

H¹+H Art.

Material: 
Extruded anodised 
aluminium

2,5+30 SC 30 ASN

2,5+30 SC 30 AON

2,5+30 SC 30 ABN

Finish: Silver (AS), Gold 
(AO), Bronze (AB)

Length: 
2,70 metres

Material: 
Laminated Brass

30 AV 30 OLA

Finish: Polished (OL*)

Length: 2,70 metres
: 0,90/1,35 metres

 : Pre-cut length available in SELFLINE kit L= 0,90/1,35 m


